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Abstract. Underwater images with low contrast and color distortion of
different scenarios often pose a significant challenge in improving un-
derwater image quality. Therefore, it is beneficial to restore the real
restoration effect of the scene by estimating the degradation parame-
ters related to their changes, and these parameters should be updated
with the degradation scene to obtain the best visual effect. We propose a
robust underwater image restoration method. Specifically, we adjust the
color of the input image according to a background light (BL) estimation
strategy guided by depth, chromatic aberration considering hue, and in-
formation entropy. At the same time, we adjust the depth map of the
input image by computing color fluctuation and attenuation. According
to qualitative and quantitative evaluation, the proposed method gener-
ates vivid results with a more natural appearance and more valuable
information.

Keywords: Underwater image restoration · Background light · Depth
map · Color fluctuation.

1 Introduction

Underwater vision is critical for mining marine resources and conducting marine
surveys. Due to light absorption and dispersion, underwater images acquired by
optical cameras may suffer from color distortion and diminished contrast [1–
6]. The degraded image and histogram are shown in Fig. 1. However, light is
deflected before reaching the camera due to the excitation of particles present
in the water, resulting in visual issues such as haze, and low contrast in the
acquired images. The accuracy of vision tasks such as underwater object detec-
tion and segmentation suffers as a result of these image quality degradations.
Hence, underwater image restoration is important for a variety of vision-based
applications in underwater situations [7–11].

⋆ This work was supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (No. 61702074), the Liaoning Provincial Natural Science Foundation of China
(No. 20170520196), and the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universi-
ties (Nos.3132019205 and 3132019354).
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Fig. 1. The degraded images and histograms.

Other underwater applications, such as underwater item detection, object
segmentation, and biological tracking, frequently use underwater image enhance-
ment techniques as a pre-processing step. As a result, many approaches for
restoring underwater pictures of diverse situations and degrees of degradation
have been developed. The generality of previous approaches is frequently insuf-
ficient due to erroneous background light and transmission estimation. There is
still a lot of work to be done on the details to solve the problem of color shift,
decreased contrast, and details disappearance. As a result, based on background
light estimation and transmission estimation, this research provides an underwa-
ter image restoration approach. Based on the degree of entropy, depth, and color
difference, including hue, we develop a background light estimation model. We
establish the depth map of the input image by computing color fluctuation and
attenuation. Transmission maps (TM) obtained by accurate depth map calcula-
tions tend to retain more details, have higher contrast, and have better visual
effects.

The technical contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1) In this work, we propose a novel estimate method for BL that consider
bright and dark channel differences, color differences, and information entropy.
Although the difference between bright and dark channels is an essential metric
for depth, it is not the only clue for underwater. The blurred region [12] at infinity
contains less information, and entropy is the key evaluation metric. When the
difference between different color channels is large, the differential absorption of
red light can be used. The BL of our method is more accurate, which effectively
solves the wrong estimate of BL when there are white objects in the foreground
by the DCP-based [13, 14] method.

2) We calculate the color fluctuation and attenuation to estimate the scene
depth. The deeper the scene depth, the larger the color attenuation. Previous
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work [12, 15, 16] suggested that the red channel attenuates strongly with increas-
ing depth, but this leads to failure in some specific scenes. Our method not only
estimates depth by color channels but also considers light scattering. Using an
accurate depth map to yield a computed transmission map improves the contrast
and preserves more edge detail.

3) We report the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of our method and
existing methods in natural underwater scenes. The performance of contrast
enhancement and removal of color distortion is demonstrated by our method
outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The methods for current
image processing are discussed in Section 2. The proposed approach is described
in Section 3. Section 4 presents experimental findings, while Section 5 presents
conclusions.

2 Related Work

underwater image enhancement methods include the Model-free method, the
Model-based method, and the Deep learning-based method.

2.1 Model-free method

Color correction and contrast improvement are typically possible using underwa-
ter image enhancement technologies based on the non-physical model by chang-
ing pixel values. The novel method to improve underwater image quality was
proposed by Zhuang et al. [17]. Bayesian retinex underwater image enhance-
ment is proposed to improve visual effect (BRUIE). To reduce the influence of
noise, Huang et al. [18] created relative global histogram stretching. However,
the color correction approach is frequently insufficient to repair it (RGHS). Fu
et al. [19] developed a mean and mean square error-based enhancement (RBE)
approach for histogram equalization. However, when restoring underwater im-
ages, techniques based on statistical methods often lead to over-enhancement
or artifacts and noise. Underwater image enhancement methods based on non-
physical models do not consider the scattering and attenuation of light, but
directly adjust the pixels, usually resulting in excessive enhancement.

2.2 Model-based method

To remove fog in a single degraded image, Peng et al. [14] proposed the general-
ization of the dark channel prior (GDCP). In [16], the underwater light attenu-
ation prior (ULAP) is used to estimate the scene’s depth map and background
light. Lee et al. [20] introduced an image-adaptive weighting factor to estimate
the transmission map. Recently, a robust model for background light estimation
and a new underwater dark channel prior was used to address the severe qual-
ity degradation and color distortion of underwater images [16]. Zhou et al. [21]
suggested quadratic guided filtering into image restoration to obtain underwater
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images with the most realistic and natural appearance. Li et al. [3] proposed
an underwater image restoration method based on blue-green channel dehazing
and red channel correction (GBDRC). Due to the separate enhancement effect of
the red channel, it usually leads to the over-saturation of red in the restoration
results. This work presents an efficient program for underwater restoration. Our
method effectively solves the underexposure of the restoration result caused by
the large estimated value of the BL when the bright pixels are in the foreground
[13, 22, 23]. Most restoration methods obtain transmission maps by using twice
the minimum filter [13, 22, 23], which will cause the restoration result details to
disappear. We establish the depth map of the input image by computing color
fluctuation and attenuation. The previous methods [12, 15, 16] considered that
the red value decreases with increasing depth. However, this prior approach fails
in the special case. The proposed method considers the influence of light scat-
tering. Transmission maps obtained by accurate depth maps tend to retain more
details, have higher contrast, and have better visual effects.

2.3 Deep learning-based method

With the development of science and technology, the application of deep learn-
ing in underwater image enhancement tasks is more and more common. The
restored scene using the depth learning method of Water-net [24] is dark, and
the contrast has not been significantly improved. Li et al. [25] designed a net-
work structure supported by underwater scene priors that offer good adaptability
for various underwater scenarios (UWCNN). Li et al. [26] trained a multi-color
spatial embedding network driven by media transmission. The current depth
learning method network model generalization ability is limited, and can not
be applied to a variety of underwater scenes, so there are still shortcomings in
enhancing the ability.

3 Proposed method

This paper proposed a robust underwater image restoration method, the overall
flow chart is displayed in Fig. 2. First, we design a background light estima-
tion model that relies on prior features for depth, chromatic aberration, hue,
and information entropy. Next, the depth map of the input image is roughly
computed based on color fluctuation and attenuation. The transmission map
obtained from the accurate depth map can retain more details of the image. The
restored results improve the contrast while preserving the more valuable details.
Ours qualitatively and quantitatively performs better than the existing meth-
ods, and the performance of contrast enhancement and color distortion removal
is demonstrated by our method outperforming existing state-of-the-art methods.

3.1 Background Light Estimation

We usually use flat pixels away from the camera as background light estimates,
hence estimating the background light (BL) involves considering depth informa-
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed method. We adjust the input color according to
the background light through three background light candidates. At the same time,
we estimate the depth map of the input image by calculating color fluctuations and
attenuation.

tion. In addition, the background light region is blurred [12] and usually has less
texture detail. The information entropy value is adopted to solve this problem,
and the smaller value suggests that there is less information. In underwater con-
ditions, red light has a longer wavelength, the blue and green light have shorter
wavelengths. The red light is more attenuated than the blue and green light. The
greater the chroma, the more depth in the field. In addition, we judge the dom-
inant color of the degraded image and utilize the background light estimation
to remove the influence of white objects or bright pixel areas in the foreground
with higher robustness. First, the difference between light and dark channels can
be used to estimate the depth. The greater the depth of the scene, the greater
the difference in the intensity of light of different colors. If you make a difference
between the light and dark channels, you can get the intensity difference of light
of different colors. The farther the scene is from the camera, the greater the
difference between light and dark channels. The bright channel Ibright and the
dark channel Idark are written as:

Ibright (x) = max
y∈Ω(x)

(
max

c∈{r,g,b}
Ic (y)

)
(1)

Ibright (x) = min
y∈Ω(x)

(
min

c∈{r,g,b}
Ic (y)

)
(2)

where Ic (y) means the raw image and Ω (x) represent the local area of the input
image where the pixel x is located. Ibright and Idark are used in the estimation
of the depth Idepth:

Idepth (x) = Ibright (x)− Idark (x) (3)

In addition, using the histogram stretching method to increase the contrast of
the image:

Idepthhs
(x) =

Idepth (x)−min (Idepth (x))

max (Idepth (x))−min (Idepth (x))
(4)
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Calculated from the top 0.1 % of the brightest pixels, the background light
candidate value B1 can be expressed as:

B1 =
1∣∣∣P 0.1%

Idepthhs

∣∣∣Ic
arg max

x∈P 0.1%

∑
c∈{r,g,b}

Idepthhs
(x)

 (5)

where P 0.1%
Idepthhs

represents the top 0.1% of the brightest pixels. The second can-

didate for the background light is based on the hue considered the chromatic
aberration, we define the dominant hue of the raw image:

IBmean > IGmean Bluish tone (6)

IBmean ≤ IGmean Greenish tone (7)

where IBmean and IGmean are the average of the blue and green channel’s intensity
of the degraded images. The largest difference between blue/green and red chan-
nels is used as the second candidate value of the background light. I represents
the original image.

B2 = I
[
max

(
IB (x)− IR (x)

)]
Bluish tone (8)

B2 = I
[
max

(
IG (x)− IR (x)

)]
Greenish tone (9)

The third candidate value of the background light has relied on information
entropy. After the image has been divided into quadrants, it is estimated by cal-
culating the local entropy in each image patch. Information entropy is described
as follows:

E (i) =

N∑
i=0

Py (i) log2 (Py (i)) (10)

where Py (i) represent the the ith pixel of the local patch. N is the maximum
of the pixel values. The background light is selected from a smooth area at
infinity, and the smooth area corresponds to lower information entropy. The lower
information entropy area was obtained after looping once using the quadtree
algorithm:

B3 =
1

m× n

∑
x∈Ω(u)

C (x) (11)

where Ω (u) represents the area with the minimum information entropy and
m× n represents the total number of pixels in the area with the largest degree
of smoothness.

Bmax = max (B1, B2, B3) (12)

Bmin = min (B1, B2, B3) (13)

Where Bmax, Bmin represent maximum and minimum value of B1,B2,B3, re-
spectively. We propose a background light estimation model:

a =
|I > 0.5|

Iheight ∗ Iwidth
(14)
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T (a, ξ) =
1

1 + eu(a−ξ)
(15)

η = T (a, ξ) (16)

B = η ∗Bmax + (1− η) ∗Bmin (17)

where Iheight ∗ Iwidth represents the total number of pixels in the input image,
|I > 0.5| means the number of bright pixels, a means the percentage of bright
pixels in the input image. The value of ξ is 0.2, which is used to determine
the brightness of the image. The empirical values of u are set to -32. Take the
example of an image captured in a well-lit scene. When a >ξ, the degraded image
was captured in a well-lit environment, and the obtained value of the background
light is brighter, so a larger weight η is applied to Bmax. Fig.3 and Fig.4 display
the background light estimation, the restoration results, RGB color map of the
proposed method based on B and each background light candidate B1, B2, B3,
we can observe that by adopting our method as the background light, the results
obtained have the best visual effect and color distribution.

Fig. 3. Recovery results of different BL estimations. (a) The input image, (b)-(d) are
the recovered images acquired by separately B1, B2, B3, (e) our result.

Fig. 4. The RGB space map of different BL estimations. (a) The input image, (b)-(d)
are the RGB space maps acquired by separately B1, B2, B3, (e) our result.
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3.2 Depth Estimation

For depth map estimation, it is also characterized by smoothness and stability
in large depth-of-field regions. The larger the depth of field, the more stable
pixel in the sub-region. Brightness is brighter and saturation is susceptible to
rapid decrease when there are many suspended particles. The difference between
brightness and saturation (color degradation) is positively correlated with depth.
First, we use color fluctuation to estimate the depth. The color fluctuation is
written as follows:

S = k

√
(r −m)

2
+ (g −m)

2
+ (b−m)

2

3
,m =

r + g + b

3
(18)

where m represents the average value of the three channels of a single pixel, and
k is the scale coefficient, which is taken as 30 here. In areas with higher depth
of field, more stable pixels and fewer color fluctuations. Our first depth map is
estimated to be as follows:

Hs (T ) =
T −min (T )

max (T )−min (T )
(19)

dD1 = 1−Hs (S) (20)

where T is a vector. Our second depth map relies on the degree of color atten-
uation [27], the saturation of the image is gradually reduced by the haze, while
the brightness will increase. The difference between saturation and brightness is
positively related to the depth of the scene.

C (x) = Iv (x)− Is (x) (21)

Iv (x) = maxc∈{r,g,b}I
c (x) (22)

Is (x) =
(
maxc∈{r,g,b}I

c (x)−minc∈{r,g,b}I
c (x)

)
/maxc∈{r,g,b}I

c (x) (23)

where Iv (x) and Is (x) represent the brightness and saturation of the HSV space.
where C (x) used for the estimation of the depth map:

dD2
= Hs (C) (24)

An estimation method for depth is proposed:

d (x)=µ2 ∗ dD2
+ µ1 ∗ dD1

(25)

T (a, ξ) =
1

1 + eu(a−ξ)
(26)

µ1 = T (avg (Bc) , 0.5) (27)

µ2 = T (avg (Ir) , 0.1) (28)

In Eq. 27 and 28, the two parameters µ1, µ2 measure the brightness of the
image and the intensity of the red channel respectively. When the underwater
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image scene is dark, the color fluctuation is not obvious, so d1 cannot represent
the change of depth, and a small weight µ1 is applied to d1 at this time. When
there is a certain red component in the underwater image since the background
light occupies more of the observed intensity of the scene points farther from
the camera, the far scene points may still have larger values in the red channel,
so the depth map d2 applies a larger weight µ2. As can be seen from Figure
5, the depth map obtained by our method most accurately expresses the depth
information of underwater images and successfully separates the foreground and
background.

Fig. 5. Depth map comparison test. (a) Input image, (b)-(d) are the depth maps ac-
quired by separately [15, 14, 16], (e) our result.

The distance between the camera and the nearest scene point can be ex-
pressed as:

d0 = 1− max
x,c∈{r,g,b}

max | Bc − Ic (x)|
max (Bk, 1−Bk)

(29)

The final depth map of the underwater image is as follows:

df(x) = D × (d0 + d (x)) (30)

where the constantD is utilized to translate relative distances into real distances.
The following is an estimated transmission map for the red channel:

tr (x) = e−βrdf(x) (31)

where βr is the red channel attenuation coefficient, βr ∈
[
1
8 ,

1
5

]
[28]. In [29], the

connection between both the attenuation coefficients of various color channels is
demonstrated using the special optical characteristics of water as follows:

βk

βr
=

Br
(
mλk+i

)
Bk (mλr+i)

, k ∈ {g, b} (32)

where m=-0.00113, i=1.62517, and λ is the wavelength of the three color chan-
nels. The transmission map of the additional blue and green channels can be
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written as follows:

tg (x) = trf (x)
βg

βr (33)

tb (x) = trf (x)
βb

βr (34)

Fig. 6 shows a comparative experiment of the transmission maps estimated
by the four restoration models. The transmission map obtained by dark channel
prior (DCP) [13] is difficult to distinguish foreground from background. The
overall transmission of the restoration method is based on image blurriness and
light absorption (IBLA) [12], and the proposed method is more accurate. The
transmission map obtained by GDCP [14] is smaller due to the larger distance
between the camera and objects in the foreground estimated by GDCP. Our
method estimates the transmission map to correctly express scene depth while
retaining more valuable details.

Fig. 6. Transformation maps comparison tests. (a) Input image, (b) DCP[13], (c)
IBLA[12], (d) GDCP[14], (e) Our method.

The following is the final restoration equation:

Jc (x) =
Ic (x)−Bc (x)

min (max (tc (x) , 0.05) , 0.95)
+Bc, c ∈ {r, g, b} (35)

where the adjusted image is shown by Jc (x). The white balance method is used
in the suggested color correction and is based on the ideal gain factor [30].

4 Experiments and results

The suggested method enhances the regional features of the image, for instance,
the texture features of the sculptures and plates, in the red-marked area of Fig.
7. Fig. 8 (a) displays the before-and-after comparison diagram. High-intensity
pixels are corrected for the red and green channels (as shown in Fig. 8), while the
green channel’s pixel intensity values are decreased. As a result, the color sense
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of the recovered input images is substantially improved. On different underwa-
ter images from the UIEB dataset [24]we compare various underwater image
processing methods and present the findings. These approaches consist of the
following:These methods include UDCP [22], RBE [19], GBDRC [3], Water-net
[24], ULAP [16], UWCNN [25].

Fig. 7. Local details comparison test. (a) Input image, (b) Our results.

Fig. 8. (a) Original image and the restored image. Comparison of histograms of differ-
ent channels restoration: (b) R channel, (c) G channel, (d) B channel.

4.1 Qualitative comparison

As displayed in Fig. 9(b), due to the overcompensation of red light, the restora-
tion result of UDCP [22] is reddish. The restored images of RBE successfully
reduces color cast and improves contrast, but it also generates a significant
amount of black artifacts since it modifies the pixels without taking into ac-
count the causes of the deterioration. Low contrast can be seen in Fig. 9(e) and
Fig. 9 (g) of the results produced by Water-net and UWCNN. Our method suc-
cessfully raises the contrast of the image, as seen in Fig. 9(h). Fig. 9(d) presents
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the underwater image restoration results of the GBDRC [3] method. The re-
stored images of GBDRC [3] introduce a more severe color shift. Due to the
limited enhancement effect of the red channel, it usually leads to over-saturation
of red in the restoration results. ULAP method fails to remove color distortion
in green-hued underwater scenes. It is not as good as the proposed method in
terms of contrast and color saturation.

Fig. 9. Qualitative comparison of image enhancement between proposed and state-of-
the-art methods. (a) Original image, (b) UDCP [22], (c) RBE [19], (d) GBDRC [3], (e)
Water-net [24], (f) ULAP [16], (g) UWCNN [25], (h) Our method.

Additionally, in order to more fairly assess the effectiveness and depend-
ability of the method, we compare the underwater images of more scenes in
the UIEB dataset based on UDCP [22], RBE [19], GBDRC [3], Water-net [24],
ULAP [16], UWCNN [25] and the proposed method in Fig.10. The methods vary
in their ability to enhance the clarity and contrast of underwater photos, but
the restoration results (Fig.10(b) and Fig.10(d)) of UDCP and GBDRC did not
successfully eliminate the color deviation. Water-Net has a superior restoration
impact and preserves more features, as demonstrated in Fig. 10(e), however,
there is still some discrepancy with the restoration results of this paper. Com-
pared to Water-Net, which creates underwater images with poor lighting, this
algorithm’s color and contrast are richer and more vivid. As shown in Fig. 10(c),
RBE gives the recovery results of black artifacts. The clarity and color saturation
of the results obtained by the ULAP method is not comparable to our method.
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In conclusion, it can be seen from the comparison in various environments that
the restoration results of the algorithm in this paper not only have the highest
contrast and color saturation but also successfully preserve edge details and alter
the distortions of the initial image to get better visual performance.

Fig. 10. Qualitative comparison of image enhancement between proposed and state-
of-the-art methods. (a) Original image, (b) UDCP [22], (c) RBE [19], (d) GBDRC [3],
(e) Water-net [24], (f) ULAP [16], (g) UWCNN [25], (h) Our method.

4.2 Quantitative Evaluation

In this paper, we use the following metrics to evaluate the quality of underwater
images: underwater image quality assessment metrics UCIQE [31], AG, EI, and
UIQM [32]. Table 1 shows the evaluation metrics results obtained after the com-
plete UIEB dataset [24] is processed by our method. Four metrics of our method
rank in the top three among all methods, especially UCIQE, AG, and EI rank
first. The images from the UIEB [24] dataset demonstrate our supremacy.

The findings show that the UCIQE [31], UIQM [32], AG, and EI of the
method are more robust than the other approaches, indicating that our method
can effectively improve the color saturation and texture details of images. RBE
does not consider the degradation of underwater images, resulting in artifacts
and noise in the restoration results. The image effect can be slightly reduced by
using the objective measurements of GBDRC, but the color distortion still can-
not be precisely corrected. Water-net, a deep learning-based solution, performs
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Table 1. COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE METRICS OF UIEB IMAGES

UDCP RBE GBDRC Water-net ULAP UWCNN Ours

UCIQE 0.5815 0.6023 0.5926 0.5839 0.6053 0.4765 0.6215
AG 5.1844 6.8699 4.6630 3.0843 6.0374 3.0843 7.3144
UIQM 1.6459 1.4073 1.4285 1.3647 1.4100 1.1047 1.4121
EI 51.066 70.765 45.963 57.864 59.414 30.308 72.173

badly. The method suggested in this paper has superior contrast. The restoration
results of UWCNN show that the method will lead to more serious color casts in
underwater images, and the results of UDCP are over-saturated with blue and
green because only blue and green channels are considered in the restoration.
Compared to previous methods, the restoration images produced by our solution
often have greater visual quality and a better balance between the detail texture
richness, color fidelity, and visual visibility of an image. The evaluation results
on different metrics also provide convincing for the robustness and effectiveness
of our method in recovering images with various scenes.

5 Conclusion

This research proposes an approach for underwater image restoration based on
color floating and light attenuation. First, we provide a background light (BL)
estimation model that takes into account hue, depth, entropy and chromatic
aberration. Color casts in underwater images can be successfully removed by
using accurate background lighting. Then, using the depth map to compute
a new red channel transmission map (TM) estimationwe successfully increase
image contrast while maintaining detailed information. In-depth analyses show
the success of the background light estimating technique, the accuracy of the
depth map method estimation, and the superiority of our method.
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